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ABSTRACT 
Advances in computer technology, such ·as computational speed and 
disp.lay processing l1as _allowed computer-aided design/c.omputer-aided 
manufacturing (CAD/CAM). to move into ·manufacturing industry at even 
~ 
greater rates than expected. As ihis process takes place more 
emphasis on user-friendly, interactive, design in.tui t.i ve systems will 
.. 
be necessary, -taking operation of such system.$, from a complica_ted 
-~ ... 
expert level to a level that • 1S self guided and forgiving of a 
untrained user. 
CISPA; Qomputer Interactive Surfaces Pre-APT, was designed with 
the above ideas in mind. Thi~ system utilizes a menu-driven front-end 
with graphical f_eedback to guide a user through curve and free form 
surface definition resulting in a mathem~l model which ~ay be used 
to generate NC (numerically controlled) macnine paths for milling of 
,; 
3D shapes. This front end was built upon routines taken from the 
execution phase of .APT 4, a proces_sor designed to handle free form 
curves and surfaces. 
Improvements were made in the definition and calculation of step 
size basing the input on geometric attributes rather than ab~tract 
algebraic quantities. Routines were also added to supplement error 
handling in the APT complex and increase flexibility in milling 
• 
surf aces., -by r·oughing-to-depth. 
' 
1 
. . 
.. 
' 
r,· 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
Computer-Aided Design/Computer-Aided ¥anufacturing (CAD/CAM) 
~\ (1,2) has long been extolled as a boom to design and manufacturing 
productivity. · Computer graphics help· desi~ners visualize their 
creations without the expense of prototype development. Since most 
engineering drawing utilizes analytical functions such as lines, 
circles, ellipses, etc. the ren.dering of 3-D objects in a 3-D wire ·, 
'· 
frame format is not a. difficult task in compute-r grap.hics, however 
free-form surfaces, by definition cannot be 'fescribed be a single 
mathematical relationship. These surfaces appear in a great many 
~ 
applications in the aerospace, automobile and shipbuilding industries. 
With the advent of automated assembly precluding the use of fewer and 
fewer f~stening elements more complicated parts (probably plastic) 
will appear utilizing free form surfaces. 
At the present the greatest rieed in surface definition seems to be 
in the numerically controlled (NC) .machining (3) of complicated parts, 
althougn i.t is easy to imagine the need for free ·form surfaces in 
robotics (pai.nting and welding applications), 
• 1n the art and 
visualization of large amoun·ts of discrete data generated by today's 
finite el.ements code~ The manufacturing of parts with blended 
2 
... 
•. 
••j• 
• 
surf aces· means the creat.ion of a mold or die. For example, in the 
.. 
productidri of an investment ca~ting this usually means h~nd sculpting 
the shape out of wax. Clearly if. there is a need for tolerance 
control. or design iteration this hand scul-pting method becomes 
unacceptable. Furthermore, traditional ways of representing surfaces 
using graphical methods such as lofting, or multiple orthogonal 
projections, have great drawbacks • 1n the· ef.f ectiveness of 
·visualization and become inefficient as compl~xity intreases. 
With the advent of the computer, computational methods were 
~devised dividing the· surface into an assembly bf curvilinear 
ctuadrilate.ral patches, each patch mathematically defined by one 
j 
formula. One of the earliest contributions to surface definition was 
_made by Fe!guson (1963) (4) who described the patch system in terms of 
parametric 
definition 
rather 
• lS now 
" 
than cartesian coordinates. This coordinate 
• 1n standard use for the following reasohs: 1) it 
enables twisted space curves in three dimensions to have a simple 
mathematical repre~ent~tion, 2) it avoids problems which arise when 
representing curves with vertical tangents in a fixed coordinate 
system, 3) it enables coordinate transformations such as translation, 
rotation, or perspectiv~ to be performed and 4) parametric forms of 
curves and surfaces are easily digitJized for disp1-ay. In short, by 
using parametric forms independance is gained from a particular system· 
of coordinat·es. 
A general theory of surface ·patches was described by Coons (1964) 
(S)·which showed how four boundary curves can be blended into a smooth 
3 
.. 
J• . • •• ·. . . 
• . 
... 
' .. 
using general blending functions allowing any order of 
continuity· between patches. The properties of spline curves were 
investigated and found to be useful in representing smooth curves· and 
surfaces. ·Derived from the physical spline, a long nar~9w strip of 
wood used by 
spline curve 
a loftsman to fair in curves between data points, a 
A 
represented· by an nth-order polynomial. B-splines • 1S 
suggested by Schoenberg (1946) (6) and latet, applied to curve and 
surface d~finition by R~isenfeld(1974) were found lo be useful for 
their properties of being locally non~zero. 
The introduction of the control polygon by Bezier (1971) (7) 
helped bring designers the intuition needed in the eff.icient control 
of surf ace geometry.. The input to Bezier 's system is an ope~ polygon 
.. 
made up of straight lines. The vertices of this polygon are used in 
obtaining the curve definition. The resulting curve is a loose 
f' 
.,, 
'• 
approximation of the input polygon. Modifying th~ polygon modifies 
the curve.in a predictable way. Surfaces are defined in a ~imilar way 
by inputing open polyhedrons. 
Go.rdon and Reisenf ield (1974) (8) made use of the cont)rol polygon 
'· 
in their work with B-splines exploiting the non-global behavior oi the 
B-spline basis. Multiple coincident vertices are used to pul.l the 
. 
curve closer to th~· control polygon, while increasing the order of the 
.• 
... 
splin~ polynomial tends to pull the curve away from the polygon. 
' 
Local control is added b·y changing vertex location. This concept is· 
extended to B-spl:Lne surfaces and prove to be us·eful as an interactive 
tool for surface definition. 
' 
--· --··' . 
4 
... 
. _, 
, ........ 
·, ' 
... 
' . 
All of the preceding falls under a rather new field called 
computational geometry (9). Computation. not ·done by hand but by 
computer. Surf ace geometry, .such as surface normal, curvature, etc. 
are easily calculated once a mathematical description is found. 
The final result is usu~lly a large array of points which are 
,,. 
connected together in a wire frame representation. T6 aid in the. 
' 
visualization of the surface, computer graphics are implemented and 
hidden line rem~ova1, c.oloring of critical areas based on extreme 
curvature, surfa.ce te·xtur.ing, perspective and view control may b .. e 
invoked (10). 
1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 
1· 
With th'e decline in expense of computer hardware and improvements 
,in speed· and storage of such machines, computer~aided manufacturing 
-can be introduced to virtually any~size company as long as the need 
The real pro~lem in the utilization of such technology seems 
to be in bhe price, support and friendliness of the softwafe running 
the CAM system. Specifically in NC machining applications a file is 
,, 
usually· submitted to a post processor in· APT (Automatically Programmed 
,.. 
Tool)· ori~ like language, errors ma.y be flagged if the language is not 
( ·- .. 
used properly, however an. improper cutting cyGle may· be introduced, 
2' 
not detec;ted until NC machining has started. Ideally, a part_ r.nay· be. 
represented by a 3D graphics display alerting the user to. impossible 
,,._ ' 
geometry. or ·undesirible design characteristics. If such a system is 
.. 
<l 
.. 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
• 
I 
•• 
used. in design with iteration through a series of.configuration
s, an 
.. 
iterative means of input ·with· real time results displayed be
comes 
necessary. In summation, it seems that there are currently
 three 
distinct levels of input used 
• geometry and NC machining 1n· 
,_ 
parameters: 1) language input, 2) lang),Htge input with graphical 
verification, 3) highly interactive input with graphical verification 
(usually menu~driven). 
As mentioned earlier the need fo.r representing sculpt_ured surface
s 
• 
for machining,_ robotic manipulator trajectories, etc. has generated a 
good deal of research with McAuto's UNIGRAPHICS II (TM), Dassault ., 
System's CATIA (TM) , Applicon 's APPLICON (TM) ·being notable. examples 
f 
of working interactive systems . 
The problem ini t.ially brought to Lehigh UI,1i versity 's CAD lab b
y 
Bridgeport-TEXTRON Controls Division was rather vaguely put as
 'the 
d~velopment of methods for implementing NC milling strategies f
or 3D 
free form 
interpreted 
curv:es 
as • .. 
and surf aces'. This req(t 
develop -a system ._ where by 
• 
was more concr.etely 
3D space curves ·and 
surfaces may be created, and later· used to define NC paths. 
This 
system should be • 
• 1nexpens1ve, yet reliable, easy to use and run on 
existing hardware contained in Lehigh's .. CAD la.b, namely a D,E
C VAX 
11/780 mini-computer· and DEC VS! 1 graphics termi.nal. .
 Futul"e 
developments would find this software ported to a micro~com
puter 
aidin·g in _portaplity throughout a plant and further decrease har
dware 
costs. In addition th~ first prototype should be running in a 
period 
' 
of time of one to two years. 
' 
6 
' 
' !l 
• 
r 
"' 1.3 APPROACH TO PROBLEM 
.i&!eating original'· software from scratch allo"1ing definition of the 
myria,a. of shapes ,used in NC machining proved to be a position o
f last 
resort. Instead a survey was started of available sculptured su
rface 
9:, " •• 
• 
software contained in the public domain . 
.. 
Computer-Aided Manufa~uring-International, Inc. (CAM-I) was ~. 
chosen as a likely source for code that might be used in part 
or in 
whole. CAM-I is- a non-profit organization farmed in 1972 to fu
rther 
• .... I 
cooperative research ·and development efforts of companies with c
ommon 
interests in computer-aided mahufacturing. The membership encomp
asses 
'Q 
government, industri.al and educational organizations who j_'ointly 
contribute to the i~proved product.ivity of industry by identi
fying 
need, c:reating specifications and evaluating solutions 
through 
prototype develbpment. Sculptured surf ace-s research by CAM
-I has 
progressed through several diff ere·nt stages culminating in C
AM-I's 
newest release, Sculptured Surfaces SSRl. · SSRl was rejected in favor 
of a more compact processor called CASPA03 (Computer-Aided Sculptured 
Pre-APT, Version 3-) because of SSRl's 
• 
size, cost and hardware 
requirements. CASPA supports many of the ··sur-faqes contained i
n SSRl 
-
and seemed to be· of a more .manageable size important-- if the sof
tware. 
would later be run on a micro-co~puter. The CASPA s·ystem 
also 
provides an integrated graphics contro_l permitting immediate pl,
Qtting 
of sculptured geometry and CASPA generated cutter positions, fro
m any 
desired viewpoint. Input is in a fixed forma~ng keywords. 
These 
,, 
7 
, I 
• 
• 
•. 
:keywords are matched to a symbol table to determine appropriate 
action. ·This language oriented input was viewed as slow and error 
, 
' 
prone and would later be replac~d with an interactive front end. 
The problem approach would comp-rise of buying inexpensive code, 
namely CASPA (cost, $500.00) -from which certain routines would be used 
in whole or modified • 1n part to work witp supplementary portions 
developed to add flexibility, speed and more user-!riendliness 
• 
-
creating a new sculptured surfaces definition package. These ·new 
fe~tures would be based on an interchange of suggestions and ideas 
.. 
leading from quarterly meetings and progress reports with Bridgeport-
TEXTRON. 
.. 
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THESIS 
Contained in this thesis • 1S a thorough description of the 
prototype so.ftware called Cl;:SPA (Computer-aided· Interactive Surfaces 
·> 
Pre~APT) including algorithmic discussion, database organization and 
program op~ration. • I 
Chapter 2 discusses project history, followed by Chapter 3 which 
features an explanation of the math·ematics of surfaces a-nd synthetic 
curves used in CASPA. Newly developed algorithms achieving step size 
based on surface tolerance:, rot1gh--to-depth cutting and picking 
entities with· general flow charts included, are discussed in Chapter 
I 
4. Organ·iz~tion of the CISPA data ·structure ends the chapter. 
8 
_ ...,. ' 
........ 
Chapter 5 presents p·rogram operation and program struc
ture 
information: the type of har-dware required to run CISPA, the softw
are: 
graphics driver, APT routines under CASPA, etc., and description
 of 
the major modules. A·summary and conclusion is included in Chapter 6. 
A case study, common data structure and menu flowchart 
with 
brief discriptions are contained in Appendices A, B, and C.- For 
further study a users manual (11) with subroutine documentation and 
detail~d explanation· of menu options has been compile~ separate 
from 
th.is thesis. 
• 
(I 
,,· 
g 
"' 
.,-... 
> 
. ., .. ·-
2. PROJECT HISTORY 
, . 
Research into sculptured surfaces started by appraising the public 
domain for inexpensive software, thus saving time.and duplication of 
' 
w.ork. It was discovered that CAM-I had a very powerful sculptured 
surfaces processor called SSRl (SSR2 release followed), upon further 
investigation it was found that about ten years Worth of effort had 
produced other software· embodied in SSRl. Th~ first prototype, a 
complete experimental APT 4 based system, produced was SSXl 
. (Sculptured Surfaces Experimental ·1) in 1970. SSX2 (12) followed in 
the same fashion allowing milling of patches· based on a Coons 
canonical form .. and. definition of surf aces using a mesh of points. 
Progress continued based on SSX2, through 8SX6, S8X6A, and 8SX7 (13) 
to SSX8X (14), where by now, synthetic .curves utilizing a combine 
feature allowing splin·e and ·conics to be combined together under one 
canonical form, st1rfaces of revolution, cylindrical surfaces, surfaces 
through general curves·, full trans£ arm capability of . sculptured 
. geometry defined by forming • various cross products of synthetic 
curves, and regional milling features had-been added to SSX2. CASPA03 
(15) was developed to provide a vehicle for evaluating-new sculptured 
surface c"apabilities while supporting all of the sculpbured surf ace 
definitio-ns of :"the APT-based SSX6A system. More extensions ·were added . 
,.. 
to the S8X8X software and appear as SSRl these include routines for 
10 
.. ~-
' 
extracting parkmetric ~coordinate values from. the last extr
insic 
geometri~ construction with a curve or surface, provision 
of the 
ability to extract valu~s out of the canonical form of geom
etric 
entiti·es, and incorporation of a. number of arithmetic subrou
tines, 
which can also be nested, for use in part programs where a num
erical 
' 
value is allowed. The APT 4 so11rce code· is required for all of 
these 
systems except CASPA. 
fl 
From evaluating several of these systems it was determined tha
t 
CASIµ should be _purchased for the _project for the following reasons 1) 
compact • size (-10,soo lines, 90 subroutin·es) , 2) written in Fortran 
IV, 3) supported a large array of surface types and 4) could be used 
as -a pre-processor to the APT 4 system (see reference 15 and 
Figure 2-1}. SSRl is a ve"f'y powerful system, but needed to be run on 
an IBM 3033 machine with a FORTRAN H extended compiler none of 
which 
was at our disposal. CASPA seemed an g?pd start for the prototype 
••¥• 
interactive sculptured surfaces processor. 
Since the hardware requirements of the project were to run the 
syste·m on available hardware (DE·c VAX 11/780 and DEC VS11·· te::;-minal) 
inquiries were made into whether. a Vil runnable CASPA was o
n the 
market. Software found available, howeve-r, was being priv
ately 
marketed and was too expensive to merit the purchase. 
The conversion of CASPA to the VAX required a cha-nge from IBM
's 
representation of character data as EBCDIC code to ASCII code. This 
. ··---
can be done by reading each EBCDIC character finding the correspo
nding 
,. 
, .. 
11 
/ 
.. 
• 
' ... _ 
• 
• 
.. -
CARDS 
CONSOLE 
0 
CA~DS 
.CASPA 
CANON Form 
-,( GOTO/.... -
APT 
• 
.• 
PRINTER 
(-~~) 
CONSOLE 
(~raphlC:S) 
PRINTER 
N/C CONTROLPAlA 
CASPA APT RELATIONSHIP 
FIGURE 2-1. CASPA/APT RELATIONSHIP (REFERENCE 15) 
. ' 
12 
.· ~ 
• 
...... 
} I 
I 
ASCII code for that character, an~ writing that ASCII code to a new 
file. 
Computer dependance as discussed in the CASPA Users Manual(15) is 
broken down into four ca~a~ories: 
. . 
-
computer dependance in FQRTRAN routines, 
assembly language routines, ~ 
APT 4 compatability, 
graphics compata,bility. 
The CASPA sy~tem is made up of about 90 FORTRAN su:broutines and 
.,,.. .. -
four assembly ·Iahguage routines~ The total source con·sists of about 
.. 
10 ,·soo lines. 
" 
·The CASPA language interpreter and graphics routines 
dccupy · about -25% ·of the code, these routines are written in single 
~l 
precision FORTRAN IV and presented no problem in transfer to the VAX. 
\i I • .,' 
The assembly routines were re-written in VAX FORTRAN using the VAX 
dependant ENCODE statement, t\pese routines co·nvert floating poi-nt and 
integer values to character f6rmat. 
APT 4 compatability is achi.eved· in CASPA by interface routines: 
TSCURV, TSSURF, ·nsCURV, DSSURF and SPUNCH they convert between CAS_PA' s 
single precision input to APT 4 's re.quired double precision sto·rage. 
The APT sculptured ·surf ace definition routines are. led by APT107 
(surface pr.ocessor) and APT108 (synthetic curve processor) . The-se 
routines proved to be portable to the VAX, but it should be noted that 
they are written iri double precision. 
CASPA utilizes -CALCOMP graphics routines for display. These 
''J 
routines were replaced by· GRAPH3D (16) (formerly VS113D). graphics 
.. 
. "' 
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package. GRAPH3D, created at L~high's CAD lab, allows drawing, display 
of alphanumeric data, model orientation routinls
1 
and display control 
essential for production 0£ an interactive front-end. 
Valid keywords for CASPA are stored in a symbol table and are 
' . 
initialized upon execution in the block g.ita program NMBLK. Since the 
VAX differs from the IBM 360/370 machine in the ~ay it converts 
charactet BCD (binary coded decim~l) to integer values, the search 
routine SWORDS was changed .to let the word ··search proceed correctly. 
After getting CASPA running on the VAX test programs were written 
to check the systems performance. During this test phase t-wo 
observations were made: one, certain kinds of surface defipition did not 
work and would have to be de-bugged, two, CASPA would need a new front 
end to make p~rt defirtition an interactive process, and additional 
improvements i11 e-rror handlin·g, surf ace tolerancing an.cl provision for 
rough to dept.h cutting would have to be made. 
De-bugging the code, proved to be a simple task occupying a month, 
·considerably more time would be spent on the front·end. It was noted 
that th-e · CA.SPA interpreter and inter£ ace (to the APT complex) routi:nes 
for~ed a front end and that if the data t~ansfer through the interface 
,. 
' \ 
routines co_uld 
~- . 
' 
be. undetstood the CASPA.front end could be replaced by 
, 
the pl.anned i-nteracti ve_ ni~_nu~driven f rant end. 
V-< Once this transfer 
chronologically as follows: 
mechanism was understood work proceeded 
II1enu-dri ven input, for creating points, by exist·ing point, 
absolute coordinates and cursor position, 
- menu-driven input for all synthetic cutves supported by 
,, • "_>. 
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SSX6, 
- naming, modifying and selecting these synthetic curves by 
cursor, 
-. menu--dri yen ·input of all surfaces ( except· PNTVEC, BEZIER and 
PNTSDN) availa~le in SSX6, 
improved error hand~ing and error flagging, 
automatic -saving of input information for curves and points, 
- retrieval of curves by name, deletion of curves and points 
by name or by cursor selection, 
cursor selection of entities from any view, 
- NC milling module in menu driven form including.machining 
parameters, ie. tool diameter, offset surface, etc., 
- improved step size calculation fixi~g step si,ze as a function 
of chordal deviation (see figure 2-2) and fixing the number·of 
zig-zag passes as a f uncti.on of scallop height .(see figure 
2-3) 
giving more user control over surface tolerance, 
,, 
- rough-to-dep.th cutting of surf ace allowing cu·tting to depth 
in incremental z layers, menu""""driven input with system 
defaults (see figure 2-4), 7-
.. 
naming and saving of tool paths on external file in binary 
to be written to a CLSF when ready for post-processing, 
- CISPA ported to a Tektronix 4107 graphics display and run on a . . 
Micro VAX 1· a much less expensive hardware configuration 
€ 
<1 
compared to the VAX 11/780 VS11 terminal set-:-up, 
15 
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\ 
- production of a syst·em. users manual with subroutine 
·.de&criptions (only for non.-CASPA routin~s), program 
operation section, arid ·two example tutorials. 
.., 
The addition of the front end and additional f eat·ures essentially ·· 
eliminated CASPA creating a new package called CISPA for Computet-aided 
Interactive Surfaces. Pre-APT system, although CASPA may still be used 
with the use of· a software switch. The rest .of this thesis will detail 
the CISPA design encompassed in the above list. 
0 
-· ,. 
,; 
\ 
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3. MATHEMATICS OF CURVES AND SURFACES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
I 
The heirarchy of geometric elements contained in CISPA is seen as: 
- points 
- simple curve.s • 
- combined simple curves (synthetic curves) 
- flow curves 
- patches 
sc.ulptured surf aces 
That • 1S., the design strategy proceeds by defining poihts, fitting 
curves to these points, if need be, combining these simple curves, 
arranging them in space and fitting a s.urf ace to this curve structure. 
' 
The underlying mathematics allowing definition of space forms 
follows with a discussion of rational parametric cubic equations 
represepting • conics, cubic polynomials and their use in representing 
. 
3D space curves. Surface mathematics ~re presented with discussion of 
bi-cubic patches. Som~ consideration of more efficient storage and 
simplified· representation of the patch canonical form ends the 
chapter. 
20 
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3.2 REPRESENTING CONIC SEGMENTS BY MEANS OF RATIONAL PARAMETRIC 
CUBIC EQTJATIONS 
t 
The convention used in the manipulation of geometric elements in 
projective · space rather than Euclidean space permeates most ,, 
computational geometry (17). The justification for this 
representation stems from the fact. that certain well-known geometric 
elements are more conveniently manipulated as projectiv~ elements. In 
Euclidean. plane geometry a point is represented by a pair ·of 
coordinates as (x,y)~ In projective sp~ce the point receives one more 
coor-dinate, (x ,Y, w), this triplet • also called the homogeneous 1S 
representation of point. There • 
• homogeneous coo.rdinate a lS no unique· 
representatio·n of a point in 2D space, that is (x ,.Y, w) and (kx ,.ky, kw) , 
k/0 represe_nt·· the same point. The point (x, y, 1) or multiples thereof 
map to the or,iginal Euclidean space (x,y). The points (x,y,O) are 
called· points at .infinity. The point (0,0,0) has no meaning in 
proje~tive space. The idea of projective representation is th·at 
parallel lines do inter,sect a.t the points at infinity. For example, 
.... 
consider parallel lines 
rewrite as 
(x· y 1) 
.'f 
1 
-1 
0 
1 
-1 
1 
y - X 
y - X + 1 
0 
0 
1 
( .. 
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(0 0 l) 
. ' 
' ) 
0 
The 3 x 3 matrix will be called Mand is singular and thus 
non-invertible, re-write in alternate form as (see ref. 7) 
or 
' (x y l) 
Mis now invertible 
1 
-1 
0 
·X - ,.y - 0 
X - y + 1 - 0 
.l 
-,-l 
1 
X - X 
1 
0 
0 
~· 
-
.-
(x y 1) - (0 0 x) 0 -,-l 
0 
1 
0 
1 
(0 0 x) 
-1 
l 
0 
(x y 1) = (x_x 0) - x(l 1 0). 
The intersection point is (1 1 0), since xis some· non-zer6 
multiplicative constant. 
The use of homogeneou.s coordinates gi V·e representation .of points 
at infinity and allow the capability of generalized transformations, 
as will be shown next. 
Projective transformation in a plane is shown by mutiplying a 
3 x 3 matrix to the original point 
bl cl 
b2 
.. 
c2 (3 .1) 
_,,.; ........ . 
~3 b 3 C3 
or 
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~ ·ex* * * y w) = (x y w)A • 
If A is non-singular, then A provides a one to one transformation of 
projective space to projective space. Note that the Euclidean 
rotation and translation matrix is a subset of the general matrix A 
where 
cos() sinO 0 
A - -sin8 cosO 0 
1 
(3. 2) 
.Applying this matrix to a point. rotates the point through () and 
translates x0 and y0 units along the x and y axes respectively. 
The new point is expressed in the fami.liar form 
* * X. y X y X y 
(-* -- l) - (-case -sine + XO' ··-sin8 + ~cos() + .Yo, 1) -
* w w w w w w 
(3. 3) 
This transformation matrix is uniquely determined by the mapping of 
four points (P1 ,P2 ,P3 ,P4), the first three non-collinear and no·two 
. points identical into 
Mapping the fir-st three yields 
(klxl ·* klyl * * (xl w1)A klwl ) - Y1 -
'* k2y2 * * (x2 w2)A (k2x2 k2w2) - Y2 -
(k3X3 * * * (x3 W3)A k3Y3-k3w3) - Y3 -
Solving for matrix A 
(3. 4) 
where 
23 
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xl Y1 wl kl 0 0 
B - x2 Y2 w2 Q - 0 k2 0 - , -· 
X3 Y3 W3 0 0 kg 
and 
* * * X 1 .. Y1 wl 
C * * * - x2 Y2 w - • 2 
* * * X3 Y3 W3 
The matrix A is determined above except fbr the three constants in Q,: 
k1, k2 , and k3 . Invoking the condition that the fourth point P4 is 
~apped into P4* fully determines the matrix! 
* * *· . (x4 Y4 w4). (x4 Y4 w4)A • (3.5) 
,~ubstitute (3.4) into (3.5) and solve the three simultaneous equations 
for k1 2 3, using these Yalues in (3.4) yields transformation matrix 
, ' 
A. 
The fact that A exists and is unique stems from the assumption 
' .. 
·,, 
that the first three ~oints are not collinear making each .of the 
matrices involved in the product in equation (3.4) non~singular. 
The transformation mat~ix just discussed is useful in representing 
• conics. For example~ p(u)-(u2 u 1) where u is a real nu·mber, 
• / 
.. r.epresents a parabola parametrically 
. . 
1n a projective plane. Note 
points (fig. 3-1) Po at u=O, and p1 at u=l as well as the parametr.ic 
mid-point pm' u=.5 and pt' the. intersection of tange·nts at Po and pl" 
. From projective -geometry it is known that any ·conic can be 
represented as~ projective transformation of the conic: 
24 
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J 
• 
V 
.... "\. . 
· all a12 a13 
(u2 1)* (u 2 1) (3. 6) u - u 
· a21 a·22 a23 -
a31 a 32 a33 
. 
Conics, in geheral, can be represented by· r-ational parametric farms. 
That • if 1·s 
(x w) (u 2 l)A y - u -~ -
then 
2 
X allu + a21u + a31 (3. 7) 
-
- 2 
w a13u + a23u + a33 
2 y a12u + a22u + a23 
and (3. 8) -- \ - .2 
w a13u· + a23u + a33 I ''-«-
To determine the above coefficients so as to. represent a conic, assume 
that p0*, p1*, pm* the parametric midpoint and inte
rsection of 
tangents pt are known for a give conic segment, the equation (3.4) 
becomes 
-1 ' * * * 0 0 1 
-kl 0 0 XO Yo WO 
A 0 1/2 1 0 k2 0 * 
* * (-3. 9) 
- . x_t Yt 
,n 
- "t 
• 
* 
·* * 1 1 1 0 0 k3 xl Y1 wl \ 
,. ·-· --
• 
Solving for k1 2 .3 will map the simple parabola to the fou
r known 
' ' 
points. 
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Using the fourth c·onstraint 
. 
·~ 
(1/4 1/2 l)A (x * * w *) - ym -
. m m 
(1 2 4)A - (x * * * or • ym w . ) . .. m m ·(3 .10) 
th~n A is det~rmined. 
As an example, consider representing the semi-circle in figure 3-2 
in rational parametric fo-rm. The points p1 ; Po and pt are 
subst.i tut&d· into th.e B matrix and inverted, resulting· in, 
1 
-1 B - -2 
Equation (~.9) becomes 
A· 
'k 1 
-2k 1 
1 
. 
-2 
-2k 2 
2 
0 
2k_2· 
o. 0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
-1 
• 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
(3 .11) 
Note that the tangents at p0 .and p1 form para~lel lines, ho
wever their 
intersection exists at i point at infinity, (0 1 0). 
To determine the k's apply equation (3.10), 
kl -2k 
(1 2 4) -2k 1 2-k 
kl 0 
2 
2 
0 
1 
I 
0 
-1 
.o 
1 
0 
1 
0 - (0 l 1) 
I 
which when the three ~imultaneous equation~ ·are solved 
.. 
kl =.k2 ~ k3 ~ 1/2 . 
The transformed point is then 
. . 
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The circular arc may then be written in Cartesian space as. 
* * 
,2 ' \ 
X .;..2u + 1 y -2u + 2u 
., 
·X - - and y - -- - 2 - - 2 
• 
* 2u 2u 1 * 2u 2u 1 w - + w - + 
.. 
The gen.eral • for 
• be writ.ten rational expression a conic may as a 
·quadratic after following the steps below. First solve for the 
unknown k's 
•l"'I' .,. 
. ... 
(k 2k· k ) * * * XO y WO 
. 1 2 3· 0 
* * * ·(x * * w *) X· Yt wt - ym ·-t m m 
* * * 
xl· Y1 wl 
where (xo * * * and * * * the endpoints of the 
• 
Yo WO) (xl· Y1 wl ) are conic ' 
section and (xt * * *) . the 
. ~ point -for the tangents Yt Wt .· ·1S intersection 
th.e end points. The point (xm * * * • the parametric at ym w ) is m 
midpoint. The matrix A • then is ' 
kl -2k k3 * * * XO Yo WO 2 
A 
-2kl 2k2 0 * * * 
,, . 
- xt Yt wt -
kl 0 0 * * * X Y1 wl • 1 
The equation of the .desired • rational quadratic 
• then conic as a is 
given by 
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(x* * * 2 y w) = {u u l)A • 
The prohlem with the above formulation is ·in t.he di vision of x * 
and * y b * .f * · . 1 . d h y w, 1. w 1s zero a s1ngu ar1ty occurs an t e computation 
breaks .down. This happens when using an identical point ·as the 
~tarting and ending point as in the representation of a closed conic. 
One more ·drawback is the point at infinity resulting f ram the two 
·tangents at each endpoint of the semi-circle, in practice the CASPA 
sculptured surfaces processor· cannot handle this case. If this 
configuration is input the user will receive a CASPA error statement. 
3. 3 PARAMETRIC C.UBIC CURVES 
Fre·quently in design, a smooth curve must he fit to a stre·am of 
points. Again the curve takes a·param~tric form and uses projective 
geom~tric concepts. 
Many curves cannot~be. desctibed by a simple analytical expression 
and are defined iii a pi·e.ce-wise manner. Continuity across the joins 
between pieces can be built into the parameterized form of the curve . 
... Definition of curve segments require some sort of parametric form that 
~ . 
is e~sily differentiable to determine tartgents, normals, curvature, 
etc. • Polynomial equations are an obvious choice. It is found in 
_practice that a high degree polynomial may exhibit unwanted 
oscillations and also re.quire more storage (large number of 
coefficients). How~ver, the ·degree must be high enough for complex· 
30 
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curve representation, and must also satisfy certain continuity 
The cubic p.olynomial is utilized as a compromise. The 
• r 
following ·dev~lopment is taken from Ferguson (4) and F~ux and Pratt 
-(9). The segment takes the form 
(3 .11) 
The ve.ctors a0 a1, a2 . and a3 must be solved for to determine the 
' 
segment . Four ·conditions are needed, us·uallv r .. , an.d the first 
• 
r, at each endpoint~ If the parameter u is assigned th~ 
values u=O and u=l at the endpoints of the segment, the coefficients 
. I 
are 
ao 
- r(O} .-
• 
al - r (0) -
• • 
a - 3[r(l)-r(O)J - ·2r (0) r(l) -
.2 
.. • 
8.3 - 2 [r ( 0) - r ( 1) ] - r(O) r (1) - • 
Substituting into (3-11) the expression for r re~ults 
r = r(u) =·r(O)·(l 2 . 3 - 3u ·+ 2u) + r(1)(3u2 - 2u3) + 
(3 .12) 
• ( 2 r O)(u - 2u + 0 3) + ~(l)(-u2 + 0 3) . {3.13) 
r. 
The expression for r may be written in.matrix form as r=UCS where 
UCS denotes the product of the three matrices below: 
u C s 
r(u) ( 1 2 3) 1 0 0 0 r(O) - u u. u . -
0 0 1 0 r (1) (3 .14) 
·-
-3 -3 -2 ~1 r (0) · 
2 ---2 1 1 r (1) 
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The. abov~ f ormulat.ion is called a F·erguson curve. _ 
3.4 COMP.OSITE PARAMETRIC CUBIC CURVES 
The curve segment • given in equation . (3 .14) is used to. piece 
together a composite curve. The ·compo_site curve m_ay have any desired 
degree of continuity ac"ross joins, howeve-r, if a cubic parame·tric form 
is· used, then the degree of continuity is limited to- curvature or C2. 
Refering to figure (3-3), the segment 1 and segment 2, form a 
composite curve of two pieces with C2 continuity if 
r C 1) c 1) = r C 2) co) (3 .15) 
assuming tang-ents are ~qual in magn~ tude a_s well as ~irection (see 
ref. 9, pg. 169 for further discussion of curvature continuity between 
joins). Taking two deri vati v,es of equation (3. 13) for each segment 
and in.traducing the compatability across the join the result is 
6r(l) (0) - 6r (l) (1) + 2; (l) (0) + 4; (l) (1) - -6r (2) (0) -
+ 6r (2) (1) - 4~ C2) (0) 2~ (2) (1) • (3 .16) 
.... !•. 
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This simplifies ecause of the earlier assumption that tangents are 
equal. If the cu ve is fit through a series of points (r0 ,r1, ... ,r) n. 
·with tangents ay· these points (t0,t1, ... ,tn) then equation (3.16) may 
be wri t·ten as 
-(3 .17) 
This recurrance. relation between the tangents at three successive 
points, allows the determination of all internal tangents, given the 
tangents at the endpoints t 0 , tn, in terms of the 
The parameter u is usually baoed on chord length. 
3. 5 PARAMETRIC BI -CUBIC P ).TCHES 
~·. 
• 
positional d·ata. 
The type of· surf ace used in CISPA under the APT comple·x is call.ed 
a Fergusop surface, because the surface is made up of a network of 
Ferguson ·curves. The Ferguson surface is a special case of the Coons 
generalized form and often denoted as a tensor-product (or Cartesian 
product} patch, fot the followi.ng form 
9 
r (u, v) . T - F{u)QF (v) . (3 .18) 
This simplJfication from the 
,. 
r~lized form occurs because the 
boundary curves are defined using t. e sam'e blend.ing functions as are 
• 1· 
u~ed in the constrtiction of the surface patch. 
34 
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The function r(u,v) is bi-variate in u and v, and depen.dant on the 
• 
matrix product f orm.ed by FQFT where 
F(u) - {a0 (u) a1(u) f0 (u) p1 (u)} 
and 
.. r (0, 0) r (0, 1) r (0,0} r (0, 1). V V 
Q, - r (1, 0) r(l,l) r (1, 0) V 
r (1,l) 
V 
r u (0, 0). ru (0, 1.) ruv(O,O) r (0, 1) uv 
r (1, 0) r (1,1) r (1, 0) r (1, 1) 
u . u UV UV 
The F vector is -.made up of interpolating f un,~tions and are chosen to 
satisfy the following conditions 
. ,., 
a0 (o) - 1 a0 (1} - 0, - ' -
a1 (0) - 0 a1(1) - 1, - -' 
a '(O) - a ,(1) = ~ '(O) - a '(1) 0 . · - · 0 1 . - 1 = 0 
P0 (0) = P0 (1) = P1 (o) = p~ c1f = o (3. 19) 
p0 '(o) = 1, p0 (1) ~ o, 
p1 '(o) = o, p1 '(1) = o • 
This patch exhibits Cl continuity. See Forrest (18) for a ierteral 
apprOach to determine the blending functions for patches with Cn 
continuity . 
.. 
. .' . 
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One set of polynomial blending ftinctions satisfying the group of 
,. 
I 
conditions (3.19) and also yielding aesthetically pleasing results are 
· the Hermite polynomials of ,order 1: 
~ 
ao(u) 1 2 2u 3. a1 (u) 3u·
2 
·2u 3 (3.20) - 3u + - --
' 
-
<,! 2 ~ 2 3 Po Cu) 2u ._,. Pi (u) - u + u - -u + u - • -• 
. .. 
·Note· that these functions farm the same ·basis as the one used in the 
formulation of the Ferguson curves,'equation (3.13). 
Matrix Q contains geometric data from the pat~h corners, 
partitioning th~ ~atrix simplifies analysis of this data, 
Q -·· 
\.~ 
A B 
I 
I 
.c I D 
I 
• 
The A array contains positional information, it is possible that two 
of the four points may be identical., jielding as degenerate case a 
triangular pat.ch. The B .and C partitions hold tangent inf o.rmation ·in 
the v and u directions respectively, for each corner of theypatch. 
Finally, partition D holds 'the parametric cross derivatives called 
'twist vectors'. These vectors. do not necessarily measure twist in a 
surface but depend g~eatly on the way the surface is parameterized. 
Since Q must be input, the question arises how to specify D? 
Frequently, D • lS set· to [OJ, the null matrix, however this -may 
le~d to local flattening of the g~nerated surface near the patch 
corners ( 18 ). By specifying C2 continuity.,·th~t is curvature 
continuity · across patch boundaries ·the ··D matrix _is determined. The 
reason bei~g that the· parametric crqss_ deri vatix_es must· be matched to 
36 
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adjacent patches. 
those resulting • 1n 
' ... ' 
The, derivation follows much the same method as 
equation set (3 .12) . 
• . 
See reference ( 9, Sect.· 
7.2.1) for more information on Ferguson patches with C2 continuity. 
Since r(u,v) is a vector comprised of four elemertts, each patch 
will necessate the storage of f o.ur Q matrices. The surface definition · 
processor distinguishes special sub-types of q which permit less 
storage a.nd greater computational speed. Accordingly, each matrix is 
.assigned a flag based on the following distinction. 
TYPE ·1 Constant Matrix 
The gener~l form is 
A -
in this case 
r(u,v) 
TYPE 2 Linear 
kl k . 1 
- kl -
matrix 
The linear matrix • of 1S 
A - x"l X3 •· - , 
~ X4 
C· - x2-xl X4-X3 -
B - C - D - [OJ 
for all u,v. 
.v 
the form 
X -X B = · 3 1 
( 
" 
D - r (:x4-x2)-(x3-xl) (x4-x2)-(x3-xl) 
x2-xl x4-x3 (x4-x2}-(x3-xl) (x4-x2)-(x3-xl) • 
U d · h · 1t · 1 · t(\. t· h · f c· ) pon 01ng t e matrix mu· 1p 1ca 10n e expression or r u,v· 
becomes 
i .. 
r(u,v) = [x1(1-u) + x2u](1-v) + [x:3(1-u) + ?'4u]v 
This sub-type requires storage of only four numbers and a flag, in 
-this simple form computation time is greatly improved. 
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TYPE 3 Zero Twist Matrix . . 
Here the parametric cross derivatives are all set to zero yielding ~ 
D = [OJ . 
A, B, ·and c- are non~zero, 12 entries are stored. 
TYPE 4 Full Storage 
The. full Q matriX(_is stored. 
; 
• 
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4. CISPA'S ALGORITHMIC WORK AND DATA STRUCTURE 
4-. 1 INTERACTIVE FEATURES 
.. CISPA. • 1s, essentially, a menu-driven front-end for a set of APT 
... 
routines used in APT 4 for the creation of curve and surf ac·e geometry. 
Enhanced features for user-f-riendliness include several methods for 
creating points-, curves and surf·aces, supporte.d by APT 4 ,. picking, · 
modifying, saving, deleting and naming entities, improved error 
recovery and .error flagging, advanced viewing f eature_s .. using GRAPH3D 
.... ·~ 
graphics package and increased flexibility 
• 1n creating the CLSF 
(cutter location source file) to be used in NC machining. Surface 
tolerance control expressed as cutter step size may b~ based on 
chordal deviation from t·he exact surface, additionally SGallop he1ght 
may be input t·o fix the :1umber of zig-_zag passes needed to mach.ine the 
surf ace. Zig-zag paths may be reviewed and saved on external files_. 
The menus are designed, allowing the user to move along a decision 
< 
path based on graphical feedback from the display monitor. The main 
menu displayi options to eithet submit a language input file, start an 
• 
, interactive se~sion or exit the program.~ Under the interactive module 
full us(dt def ~ul ts, coV6;s, line font~ and symbols,_ are utilized to 
guide the user through poin.t_, curve and surface design. The disp~ay 
. ,.,._., 
functions both as· the ~ntity graphics display and.message ~onibor . 
' 
. Gra-phics occ·upy the:,,.yiewport with menus, sy:stem inquiries, warning or. f) 
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error statements super-imposed on the left side of the screen. These 
' 
messages may be blanked if the user wishes. See Appendix C for menu 
flow charts and ~efer to 'CISPA Package Manual' (11) for details.· 
At each decision node a global IQenu is activated by pressing the 
'.G·' k h k b d. ey on t e ey oar . Contain·ed in the global menu are the 
op~ions, redraw, view manipulations, clear graphics or dialog and hard 
copy. Redraw repaints everything in the picture file that has no{ 
. . 
been deleted. View manipulatiqn~ allows the user to enter view 
control or image control menus .. Under view control the ·model may be 
rotate':l, screen rotated or eye point changed to aid in visualization. 
" 
The ORIENT option f acil·i tates vie~ transformation by entering single 
\" 
key inputs. to change rotation, scaling and translation parameters. 
For example, by pressing the 'x' k~y the model is rotated about the x , -~~ 
axis by a pre-,defined increment. Clear graphi_cs and clear dialog are 
self~explanatory. Hard copy generates a picture on the line printer 
u.sing the • image currently on the screen. Besides the global menu 
switch 'G' there are other global characters· - '/', a slash character ('. 
or a'!' , an exclamation mark-character back step through the menus. 
In gener~l, a'/', returns to a majo~ decision point and an '!', back 
steps one in the menu structure. A 'CR·', carriage return, is used as 
a entry complete ~witch, the 'SB', space bat, functions as the 
selection key when picking entities ·by cursor, a 'r', the letter r, 
"' 
... 
key is utilized as a global reject. lJnder the .. ' enter point' men.u a 
' 
'$' 
' 
the .. dollar sign key, indicates an alternate action is. desired, 
that • 1S if one is presently ente~ing points by picking exi~ting 
40 
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p.oints, an alternate method of ·- entering points may · be selected by 
hitting the '$' key dropping contr61 back to the enter. point menu. 
User-friendliness of CISPA is augmented by ari error-handling and error 
recovery system.· In the event a system error (host computer) occurs, 
the user may re-enter the CISPA program and continue work since all 
input and canonical informat·ion is saved externally. A list of error 
statements is kept in a file, ERROR. DAT. The record number.s of which 
are stored in an ar~ay defined and initialized at the beginning of the 
program by ERR INIT. The record numbers are linked to error codes 
that are flagged during program operation. If· an error coq.e is 
~ 
flagged the code is match~d with the record number and the error 
description is read from ERROR.DAT. Three.·fields are used in the data 
file: a one integer error status code.(O to 4), where O is a fatal 
error, 1 is a warning or non-fatal error, the remainder is currently 
unused; a seven integer error code;· ·and· a character string with 
• • prov1s1on for continuation. The write statement to the screen starts 
with an ~E' or 'W' depending on the error status, continues with the 
' .. 
error code and a descriptive text statement. The error code and 
status cocle are retaine·d in a comm.on block so that e-rror conditions 
~ 
may be handled more 
. ' 
flexibly. Control i$. returned to the user to 
continue, make modifications or start the ipteractive session over. 
All curves and surfaces have default or user input na~es to aid in 
retrieving, selecting or deleting entities. The names are associated 
with storage locations holding cano~ical forms on the external file, 
-FOR0.04. DAT·. The names are limit_ed 40 four ·charaters and ~ay not be 
41 
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duplicated. Th·e storage location will be ref ered to as an entity. 
• 
number. 
original 
These numb.ers are used to link start and end locations o_f 
input stored on external file CSAVESET.DAT, and also 
reference th~ start and end locatio·ns of th.e discrete plot data in the 
picture file for efficient display • process1n-g . Importantly this 
. 
number identifies the entity and points assosiated with that entity. 
The default name is a concatenation of a descriptive letter ('C' 
f 'S' fo·r f . or curve, sur ace, 'P' for path) and a number which is 
... 
irttrem_ented with the naming oi each entity. The number must be 
represented as a character value to perform the concatenation. This 
is done with the character function CHAR provided in FORTR·AN, which 
" 
converts an ASCII integer value to a character value. All name table-
data • converted to integer form for storage and this 
• 
1S .an 1S 
accomplished by an internal read statement (18). Figure 4~1 shows the 
simplified routine ·for the above. 
. ...... 
. 
All input from the terminal is guarded against extraneous data .~ 
entry. 
\ . 
For example, if numeric data is e_xpected and characters are 
. 
inadvertantly typed in, the user will be prompted to re~enter given a 
data type mismatch. This • lS best exemplified in the routine 
READ_WORDS, which reads a list of names for the retrieve function .. 
I 
. READ WORDS • examines a long character string (300 characters} a 
character at a time countin~ a Jpace or a comma as a delimiter, pars~s 
the list and returns a double precision. array of the names. contained 
in the list. The .following flags- are set depen.ding on character or 
more precisely the ASCII equivalents en-countered: 
42 
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SUBROUTINE DEF_NAME(NAME,NUM,LETTER) 
CHARACTER*20 PROMPT 
CHARACTER*! NAMENUM(4),LETTER 
CHARACTER*4 NMTEM 
INTEGER*4 NAME,NUM,LNM 
DATA PROMPT/' ENTER THE ENTITY NUMBER('/ 
NAMENUM(l) = LETTER , 
NAMENUM (3) = ' ' 
NAMENUME(4)= NAMENUM(3) 
IF(NUM.LT.10) THEN 
NAMENUM(2) = CHAR(48 + NUM) 
ELSE· 
NAMENUM(2) = CHAR(48 + NUM/10) 
NAMENUM(3) = CHAR(48 + JMOD(NUM,10)) 
\ ENDIF 
' ' ... 
NMTEM = NAMENUM(l)//NAMENUM(2)//NAMENUM(3)//NAMENUM(4) 
10 
20 
30 
READ (-NMTEM, 10) LNM 
WRITE(6,20) PROMPT,NAME 
READ(5,30) NCHARS,NAME 
IF(NCHARS.EQ~O) NAME= LNM 
FORMAT(A4) 
FORMAT (A25, A3, '- J: ' , $) 
FORMAT(Q,A8) 
RETURN 
END 
·, 
FIGURE 4-1. SIMPLIFIED DEFAULT NAMES ALGORITHM 
.. 
. .,.,~ 
j 
\., .·. 
. ' 
·. 
- occurance of a special ·character b~fore the first word, 
" 
- occurance of any.special character anywhere in the string, 
.. 
- occurance of a comma after the last word, 
- occuxance of a numeric digit as the first character of any 
word·, is ignored, but sets a flag, 
- number of words or n~-!Des exceeds a certain limit, 
"' 
. 
the numbe~ of characters entered in the word list is zero. 
Special characters are those ASCII characters not alpha-numeric. 
Interaction is enhanced by taking advantage of cursor selection of 
entities .. This selection mode is used in point creation, in picking 
• 
of curves in synthetic curve and surface creation, and deleting 
, 
entities. Verification of a correct selection is accomplished by re-
plotting a point or curve in blue, indicating it has been picked. If 
··the entity is picked by mistake the next operation should be to reject 
• i.• 
the pick by hi ttin·g the 'r' key. The curve is r·e-plotted in its 
. 
original. color, and a correct selection may occur. The underlying 
stategy for all pick routines is shown in the f lo·w diagram, figure 
. ' 
4-2. Referring to figure 4~2, npte thkt information about a previous 
pick • 1S dependant on what one does pres·en·tly, in . this way data is 
\}¥' 
stored temporarily. as a candidate pick and sent to worker routines 
only if the next pick is concerned with transmitting new infor~ation 
-(entry ·complete or new selection).: As a study, examine the routine 
FINDJPT, this routine allows selection of junction points ··on a 
• :· '-'-' _rP 
, ·:_•x 
synthetic curve for re-parame~etization of the. curve segment or what 
will later be tho.ught .. of as specification of a flow segment. 
. . 
. 
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junction points are contained in an array which is defined by one pass 
through the picture . f.ile. c·ursor· location is compared to the arr.ay 
data. 
A flow structure is defined by describing the parameterization · 
for each segment while moving from one· end of the curve t0 the other. 
This FINDJPT routine is flow charted irt figure 4-3.. Not_e. the storage 
of candidate data • 1n array TEMP, the pointer to TEMP is NTEM, the 
data • 1S stor.ed in JPT with pointer NJPT. Points may be 
rejected, as long as there are points to reject, by backstepping the 
pointer NTEM. Data in JPT will be overwritten. This routine could be 
used for the general t.ask of picking things• that are presented in som.e 
chained sequence. 
4.2 VARIABLE CUTTER STEP SIZE ALGORITHM 
. 
. 
In chapter 3, a surf~ce patch definition was derived as a function 
of two parameters u and V·. Holding one parameter constant defines an 
isoparametric curve on the su-rface pa~ch and if on~ of the parameters 
is ~et to zero or one the curve becomes exactly one of the boundary 
curves surrounding the patch. If both parameters are heid> constant, a 
point is specified on the surface patch. To mill a surface 
parametrically, cutter location points are generated using the patch 
definition and current machining parameters, stored in a file and·· 
submitted to the NC machine·p:rocessor. The ball end cutter tip is 
,... .... ' 
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directed to move in straight line motions· to each point. The fewer 
the points the more rough the surface will appear .. On the other hand, 
• it's undesirable to create huge point file~, for reasons of storage, 
computation and milling time. CISPA uses two methods of calculating 
cutter location points: chordal deviation tolerance and iso-parametric 
step • size in the primary direction (u) ~nd scallop height . tolera.nce· 
and iso-param~tric step size in the cross direction (v). 
Q 
The iso-parametric step • def ini.tion 
• only input of size requires 
percent 
, 
along each direction. For ex·ample, if the • cnange iso--
parametric step is specified as .1 (10%) in the u and v directions, 
then u moves from Oto 1 in steps of .1 ·and v ~aves from Oto 1 in 
.. 
steps of · .1 creating 11 points per pass, 11 passes, thus 121 points 
entered into the CLSF for one patch. The problem with this type of 
step definition is that it does not take into account. areas of local 
fl~ttening where fewer points are required, plus it does not base the 
input on geometric quantities tl1at ar·e familiar, such as surf ace 
tolerance. With the above in mind, algorithms were.formulated basing 
the primary step o.n ma·ximum chordal deviation (see figure 2-2) . The 
input being a tolerance not to be exceeded-~ the distance from the 
ball end cutter tip to the exact surface. Referring· to figure 4-4,. a 
str.aight line segment is drawn fro.m A(O) to B(l) t~e chordal deviation 
is calculated, if the deviation is greater than the input tolerance, 
·the new end points A(O) and P.(r(u)) are used and checked for 
tolerance. ··· The curve is subdivided further until all straight line 
segments are within the specified deviation. To calculate the m·aximum 
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normal distanc~, 6 , the curve r(u).must· be known. Since the patch 
definition exists, holding v constant, lets 
r . ( u) = r'{ u , v . ) 
1 1 
l 
.. 
• 
To calculate the maximum normal distance from the chord joini~g 
A(O) and B(l) then the condition, u=O and u=l at the respective end 
~ 
points must be satisfied. Any curve segment whj.ch is parameteri·zed 
between uo< u < -· u · may 1 be transformed to new parameter u' where 
0 ~ u' ~ 1 by the following tran-sformation 
u ~· (1-u')uo + u'u1 . 
If the above equat:ion is wri .. tten as 
then 
·, 
n 
n f' Ile·. r , , A .. ) Il.,... r U = L · UQ \U UUQ 
r=a r · .
for n=3, • matrix form 
.... 
1Il 
[1 2 u3] [1 u' ,2 u ,3] u u - u -
or U=U'T. 
1 
0 
0 
o· 0 
2 
uo 
2.uofluo 
2 
fluo 
0 
(4:l ) 
The chord AB will be noted by vector c, shown in figure 4-4. Let 
d(u) represent the perpendi.cular f.rom AB to gener.al point P(r(u)) of 
the curve~ The equation 
d = r(u)~r(O) - Ac" (4.2) 
where c and dare orthogonal or 
(4. 3 ) 
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Using (4.3) in (4.2) 
~·[r(u) - r(O)} = lie 2 · 
[r (u)-r (0)] •c 
d - r(u)-r(O) I C ,2 C • 
Which can be written 
d = P [r(u)~r(O)J (4.4) 
where Pis called the projection matrix I - ccT/cTc (9). 
For the cubic polynomial derived in Chapter 3, in the equivalent 
Bezier's cubic form, equation .(4.4) becomes 
where r 0 ~· r(O) 
r 3 = r{l) 
The vectors 
' 
' 
rl = ~co) + ~(0)/3 
r2 = r(l) + ~(1)/3. 
r 2 and r 3 
equivalent cubic _Bezier ctirye .. 
(4.5) 
control points for the 
At the maximum p.erpendicular, the curve tangent is perpendicular 
to d so that 
' 
r Td. = r Tp [ r ( u) -r (0)] ·= 0 .. (4.6 ) 
.,, 
Although this polynomial equation is of order,2n-1, for a curve of 
degree, n, the factors u(l--u) occur in (4.5) and thus two roots are 
' 
known, only 2n-3 roots must be solved for. 
---· 
Fo.r the .c·ubic curve,. n=3 and ·there are three roots of the equation 
[(1-u) 2 (r1-r0) + 2u(l-u) (r.2-r1) + u
2 (r3-·r12)JTP • 
" 
-~[(1-u)(~1-r0) + u(r2-r0)] = 0 . 
(4. 7 ) 
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At a true maximum, 'rTd < O, so the condition 
T [(1-u)(r2-2r1+r0) + u(r3-2r2+r1)] P x 
[(1-u)(r1-r0) + u(r2-r0)] < 0 
,I 
must be satisfied at each root calculated in equation (4.7). 
then matrix Pis 
p -
2 2 
where c = c1 n 
,, 
\., 
• 
( 4. 7a) 
l;,igure 4-5 shows a ilow diagram of ste·ps taken to generate the 
.. 
. . 
CLSF· for a surf ace given the maximum cho~da1 deviation criteria. 
Starting at one corner oi the su9ace, a patch is loaded, vis 
., 
held at one value while chords are approximated in the~ direction, 
the point located during the sub-division process are.stored, by 
storing the parameter u. associated with the points in USUB. USUB is 
J 
. . 
a one-dimensional array. 'holding the u parameters (uj 's) fixing the 
points on the iso-parametric curve that will later be used in the 
representa~ion of the curve by straight line segments. The points are 
written to the CLSF in bip.ary· once a new patch is· encountered, moving 
... along the u direction. E~ch patch has topological information 
• 
connected with it by ref erring ,to array TOP, when the last chord 
approximating r. (u,v.) is detected a nei patch may be loaded depending 
1 . 1 
/ 
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FIGURE 4-5. FLOW CHART FOR SURFACE TOLERANCE 
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on th~ 1nformation in TOP (13). Specifically, if the patch number is 
zero, .. no further milling takes place along that direction and either 
the mill o_peration • deemed finished side step • the 1S or a 1n V 
direction occurs. 
The roe.ts for the. cubic equation Pu 
3 Qu2 Ru s 0 + + + --
resulting from the chordal deviation calculation are found by 
employing-. routine GCUBIC. This routine uses a classic closed fotm 
' 
solution of a cubic equation. If the discriminant i~ positive, an 
algebr.aic solution method is used, and, if :r;iegative a trigonometric 
solution is utilized. 
The re·sul t of this algorithm was a very significant reduct-ion in 
t 
the number of _points needed to _generate the surface without loss of 
accuracy. In one case (the yacht hull shown in figure 4-1~) the two 
methods were compared, iso-parametric and chordal deviation both 
sharing the same ffiaximum allowable tolerance. The v·ariable step 
calculation gave a ,-68% reduction in the CLSF, · trading off 
computational time, which was doubled . 
. . 
.,.. '" 
4.3 SIDE STEP BASED ON SCALLOP HEIGHT 
To relate the side step or· step size in .the v direction, to a 
surface attribute, definition wa~ based on scallop height, see figure 
2-3 ! The inpu·t more precisely· is .the maximum scallop beig.ht appearing 
on the surface· after milling. · 
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Fi~ure 4-6a shows the geometry needed for this calculation, where 
R · is the ball end mill·radi~s, his scallop height, and 1 is the side 
step. The relation is then 
l' = 2J h(2R-h) 
• 
and the fractional parametric step is 
/1v = 1/S. 
V 
S is the total arc length given constan~ u, that is 
V 
1 
• • 
S =J r (u. , V) 
V Q .1 
dv • 
Figure 4-6b shows the above analysis. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4 .10) 
For small steps, the curve may be approximated by its osculating 
circle, rad.ius p • The. chordal deviation for a side step based on 
scallop height, is calculated using Pythagoras' theorem 
{j V == p - /p2 - ( 1 '/2) 2 ' (4.11) 
where l' is the chord length shown in figure 4-6a. The arc length 1 
• 
,· 
is related to the angle between the end points of chord l' 
1 = p() 
and then 
l' - 2psin(0/2) = 2psin(l/2p) • · (4.12) 
. 
The chordal devi·ation is formed by substituting equation (4.12) 
into (4 .11) 
6v = p[l-cos(l/2p)] ( 4 .13) 
for l/2p smal.l, cos(l/2p) _may·. be repiaced by 
cos(l/2p) .· 1- 12/sp2 1 
and 
6v = h(2R~~}/2p ·(4.14) 
I>. 
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Finally, the dimensionless equation 
I 
lS 
-
6 R 1 
V h - - -
-
' ( 4 .15) 
h p 2p 
frequently the term R/p is le~s than one to avoid gouging the sur~ace,
 
therefore 6 /h V 
side ~tep I· 1S 
restriction on 
• lS less than one meaning the chordal deviation on a 
less than the • given scallop height tolerance. The 
input h • lS h<R • meaning the step is small enough 
to ensure that the surface will be milled entirely. 
The integration in equation (4.10) is done with three point 
Gaussian qt:adrature, see" reference (20) f_or details. 
Since the arc length may var-y as u changes parameter valu
e, each 
. 
patch is sampled at u=0,.25, .5, .75, and 1. and the greatest
 number of 
passes calculated is chosen as the value ·needed to achiev
e the given. 
scallop height tolerance or less .. In practice, the patche
s are not so 
severely deformed that this procedure errors, however·, more
 checks for 
arc length may be implemented at the expen~e of computation
al time. 
The· method for· calculating scallop height relies on evalu1tion of 
five sample arc lengths per patch. More accurate ass
essment of 
scallop height may be undertaken by taking into acco
unt surface 
' normals.. and · exact -point of t.angency ·at the
 su·rf ace for ea.ch point. 
( Since a milled surface~ must be finished eventually, it .seems 
urireasbnable to use l6cal checking of scallop ~eight for 
the littl~ 
1 
accuracy gained in surface toler~nce. 
Shown in figure 4-7 is a general flow chart of how scallop
 height 
is used to digitize the surface for NC path gen~ration. ,¢ 
d 
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4.4 ROUGH TO DEPTH MILLING 
• 
While \,a.ssoe::iating step • size to surface attributes such as 
tolerance allows more· efficient surface representation, it also 
reduces the number of·points in the CLSF without sacrificing accuracy. 
Hueristically, points are put where there 
• 1s greater curvature, 
. 
therefore more line segments are needed to give a good ap~roximation 
to the exact surf ace. Reduction in points is p·articular ly u·sef ul when 
roughing-to-depth, see fif4ure 2-4. The rough-to~depth module in CISPA 
allows the milling of surface • incremental layers, wher.e direct a 10 a . . 
• 
plunge to surface by ·the cutter would certainly damage·th~ tool, 
" 
machine or both. 
In ·actuality, the cuttl;r removes material in layers until the 
surface is encountered, the cutter rides up over the surface and 
continues to cut within the layer. St1ccessive layers are milled, the 
cutter rides up. on the surf ace until the adjacent upper laye.r ··is 
de.tected where the cutter moves to a clearance plane, makes a rapid 
move to the -hext location above a point on· the surf~ce within th~ 
cutting . layer and milling con·tinues. By making rapid moves, 
previously milled areas are not re-milled, thus ·saving time. The path 
is written to a file named CLSF.DAT on logicaf unit 12. The path on 
each layer is defined by proj ecting ... a p·reviously defined path onto a 
cutting p_lane or critical plane ., and flagging locations where the 
surface z coordinates are above this plane~ Figure 4-8 shows a 
• 
simplified flow diagram detailing the logic, in routine RTD . 
....... 
r..,J--,. 
r . 
, .. 
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RTD • complicated by searching point ahead to indicate lS more a 
whether the path • leaving the part surface • to the clearance lS mov1I,1.g 
, 
plane, the plotting fon.t turns to dashed line to 
• visualize a easier 
cutter motion. 
feedrates • since 
This flag will late~ be used to signify a change in 
the cutter is on a clearance plane where rapid moves 
may be employed. A line printer plot of a surface with a RTD path is 
shown in figure 4-9. " 
• 
. ) 
4.5 DATA STRUCTURES 
Four important data stru~tures will be discussed, data in the 
blank common block, use of data 
.. in a large temporary array TEM, 
storage· of input data on external fil.e, CSAVESET and storage of NC 
path,~ data in binary form on CLSF. The additional expla~ation of 
.. 
entity codes and how they are used in the pi~ture fil~ follows~ 
CASPA transfers data to the APT surface processor through the 
·. 
. 
blank common; If a curve or a surface is input the data is placed in 
the blank common and pushed thiough the processing routines. The 
blank common • 1S a one-dimensional array (5000 double ' 
. . . precision 
entries) used as a d.ata stream into either APT108 or APT107. The data 
for a curve or a 'surface is added to the COMMON block wit.h header 
information contained· in lo.cations 40 to 48, . and .either storage 
location of a canonical form ot g~ometric data specified from 49 on 
d·ep~nding. on the need. .For example, if CURSEG or SPLINE type curves 
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I 
are chosen then blocks of data are stored for each point in the curve, 
these blocks • compr1·se p~sition co~r~inabes, tangent, normal, cross-
tapgent, weighting or limit values depending on user specification. 
' •'. 
Each of .the aforementioned value typ·es has a APT class code connected 
with •' t 1. ' 
' 
part of this code is used to specify what the following 
numerical values will be ~sed for in upcoming calculations by the 
surface processor. In a COMBIN operation, which combines two curves 
,-
with positional continuity, locations and size of each curve canonical 
form are placed • 1n the common block. Generally, the information 
'J 
needed for surface generation is canonical form locations of curves 
l . 
building the surf ace. The notable ex·c·eption being the MESH of curves 
type surface. Here a user inputs~ rectangularly ordered set o~ N by 
M points in space which lie on the intended surface, splines are 
inte.rpolated in ea.ch direction, finally parametric bi_;.cubic patches 
are calculated to fill the space between each grouping of four points, 
all achieved with Cl continuity. The d-ata filling the blank common in 
this case are blocks of data for each ~pline in the primary direction . 
• 
' 
By understanding the format in which data should be placed into the 
blank common, freedom· is gained to use a completely different input 
method·, yet ac.cess all of the curve and surface definition ~~­
supported by CAM~I 's SSX6A. Ex·amples of dif ierent cur.ve and surface 
.definition as structured intq the. blank common, with descriptive notes 
are contained in Appendix B. 
. 
The TEM. buff~~ is a temporary buffer holding information in much 
t-he same format as the common area. This buffer is, as of now, used 
" ' 
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. strictly for curve data, it allows storage of the maximum amount of 
data for each point, that is all point constraints· could be used and 
stored here, if certain constraints are not input a dummy value or 
default • • re.mains 1n place. This TEM buffer is necessary under the 
MODIFY o·ption. The curve may be modified by changing point location 
or constraints. associated with the point, though at the MODIFY stage 
·' no new points may be added or deleted~ Once processing is decided 
upon this TEM buf:fer is condensed with applicable data read into the 
... 
COM array which is in turn processed by .the APT routines. s·ee figure 
4-11 for tne structure of the TEM buffer. Note that fo·r each vector 
constraint a couplet of information is needed-- a code and the vector 
itself. A code of 776. indicates that no vector follows and that the 
couplet of information ~hould be skipped during the condensation 
• I 
operation in TEM COM. 
Curve input, as discussed above, is .saved in, CSAVESET·. DAT and when 
retrieved shoved through th·e surface processor to obtain the canonical _...... . . 
. 
form and ·picture information. This is.done so that the input may be 
graphically shown and, if need be, m.odified . Saving a canonical form 
. 
stores none· 6f this input data. ~y recomputing the canotiical form 
certain arrays and flags are initialized. · The computation of a curve 
canonical form is quite easy, actually.more calculations are needed to 
create- the digitized form of the curve for the picture file but this. 
would have to be done anyway 
inefficient. 
I • 
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NUMBER OF POINTS · 
DESCRIPTION. 1 2 . . . . . . l.9 · · 20 
. . . 
----~------------------~~ 
point number 1 1 2 • • • • • • 19 20 690 
APT code, point 2 19. 691 
3 xl • 
coordinate 4 Y1 • 
5 z • 
!SUB code 6 1sim 
NAME 7 TANGENT 
APT code, vector 8 20. 
g X 
direction 10 y 
11 z .. 
!SUB code 12 !SUB 
NAME 13 CROSS 
APT code, vt::ctor 14 20. 
' 15 X 
direction 16 y 
17 z 
!SUB code 18 ISUB 
NAME 19 NORMAL 
APT code, vector 20 20. 
21 X 
( direction 22 y 
t._,, 23 z 
- !SUB cod·e 24 !SUB 
NAME 25 WEIGHT 
APT code, value 26 21. 
weight value 27 w • 
!SUB code 28 !SUB • 
NAME 29 LIMIT • 
APT code 7. value 30 21. 71.9 
limit value 31 1 720 
J 
,,;r' 
• 
FIGU.RE 4-11. STRUCTURE OF THE TEM BUFFE.R 
' 
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CSAVF;SET.DAT is an unformatted binary file, meaning that the data 
is transferred between. main memory and the file with no conversiort -
the bit ~atterns repre~enting the data are transfered co~pletely 
intact. This I/0 transfer is mor·e efficient in terms of execution 
time, and usually in terms of file space required. This file starts 
with header information and the·n curve input is stored in s~quence in 
much the format entailed by the COM Each record 
• 
same as space. in 
• 
this file • 8 bytes long, double • • value. The first 51 is one precision 
values are used for the header, the first entry holding the number of 
curves saved and deleted.· The next 50 records contain begin records 
for the curve data following the header, each curve number is equal to 
the header record number minus one. At ini ti·alization of the program, 
records 2 through 51 are read into array !CATALOG and serve as a 
catalog to locations of curve input on the external. file CSAVESET .DAT, 
i 
· ·the index of !CATALOG serves as the -identifying curve number. Each 
J 
c.urve has a block of information with an identif yiilg head_er, · and 
exactly the informati.on needed. in the TEM or COM array to process· the 
curve.. SPLINE and CURSEG definitions keep the TEM form and COMBIN and 
FLOW definitions have the CUM foJm. To retrieve curves, each saved 
curve name is listed and the user is ask.ed to enter one or more names. 
for retrieval, each of these names is linked with its curve number. 
!CATALOG • is referenced, the curve number as the index and the start 
location -on. CSAVESET • lS obtained to read the data which will be 
processed to yield a canonical form and picture da_ta. If a curve is 
. I 
deleted its I CATALOG value is made negative, fl.agging the fact that it 
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need no-t be plotted and is no longer active. Being a simple data 
structure no. provision is made . to pack the data. in CSAVESET, the 
deleted curve data is retained but is not accessible. ·S.ince !CATALOG 
has 50 doubl.e •• • words, 50 saved or deleted curves may be prec1s1on 
stored, enough for many deletions during a session. The· curve header 
information is simply: the curve name, the position of the next curve 
data block, a11d the type of curve (SPLINE, CURSEG, etc.) . Pictorial 
representation of this structure appears in figure 4--12. 
The other file created also unformatted contains NC path cutter 
/ 
locations. This file CLSF.DAT has a simple header and coordinate 
information following. The header starts with the total number of 
paths contained in the file and ·then four pieces of information for 
each record, t!-ie nam~ of the path, the start and end records, and the 
surface name rel·ated to this path. Blocks of coo~dinate data follow 
after the 21 record header. As in the initialization of CSAVESET the 
header for CLSF is read into PCATALOG, a 20x4 integer array, and used· 
to locate paths for ASCII text conversion or rough-to~depth cutting. 
At the end of the session this PCATALOG array, likely updated, will 
/o . 
replace. the old :header. 
location 
location. 
x,y,z, data with 
~~ 
\. 
The coordinate information is the cutter 
the point count • occupying the fourth 
The last topic oi discussion is the entity code definition in the 
picture file. When cu·rves, surfaces or the calculated NC path cutter 
locations are rendered for display the end points of the straight line 
• 
segments representing the curve: or surface grid are stored in the 
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2 
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51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
• 
• 
• 
NEXT_1-1 
NEXT1 
NEXT1+1 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
NSAVE 
52 
• 
• 
• 
• 
nnn 
NAME1 
NEXT1 
ARG11 
• 
• 
• 
• --
NAME2 
NEXT2 
ARGl 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I, 
number of curves saved and deleted 
location of first curve saved 
location of 50th curve saved 
name of first curve saved 
next location 
end record of 
type of curve 
COMBIN, FLOW. 
of a saved c~rve 
this data block= NEXT1- 1 
saved -- SPLINE, CURSEG, 
name of second curve saved 
next location of a saved curve 
type of curve saved 
FIGURE 4-12. CSAVESE·T DATA STRUCTURE 
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picture file. The picture file contains three dimensional absolute 
• 
coordinates .. Every point in the picture file (the file plotted during 
a display operation) has an entity code, this code references the type 
of entity (:point,curve,surface), the entity number and: location of the 
entity in ·the TEM file if applicable. 
integers encoded into one number 
The entity code is three 
_,... 
where 
-- and 
·N = 
NSS.TT 
0 
1 
point 
curve 
2 surface 
ss·= a two digit numb~r identifying the entity, 
location of can.onical form, many ti~es 
refered to as the curve or surface number, 
points have an e~tity number o~ zero, 
TT - location in the TEM buff er, nee.ded for 
modification of curves to re-structure inputs 
connected to.the point, this value must be 
e·i the r O or 3 + 31 n where rt= 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 , .... , N , 
N is the numbe.r of points in a curve. 
The picture file or graphics point file ~aves thr~e dimensional points 
and also instructio·ns for generating certain stroke~s {solid lines, 
· dashed lines, dashed points or just.points) plus allowing inp~t of a 
70 
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symbol at the point, as well as the entity code explained above. The 
fie.ld is f6rmatted as 
Fl= graphics point stroke control 
(see reference 15) 
F2-F4 - x,·y,z coordinates 
F5 - a symbol or four character word.to 
centered at x,y,z 
F6 = entity code. 
, The .field F5 is not used at this time in the interactive mode, 
however, ~hile in CASPA 
graphics point file .. 
symbols or words may be input into the 
,. . 
. . 
_ ... _..-
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5. PROGRAM STRUCTURE/PROGRAM OPERATION 
5.1 .INTRODUCTION 
A general description of program operation/structure is presented 
in this chapter . I 
. First, a brief discussion of the hardware running CISPA, the h6st 
computer and display terminals. Secondly, a de~criptio~ of the 
various: outside software that has been incorporated into CISPA. 
Finis·hing with an overview of the program .operation and structure with 
some discussion of the major modules embodied in CISPA . 
5.2 HARDWARE 
Cu.rrently, CISPA runs on a host comp.uter, the VAX 11/780 {VAX is a 
.. 
trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation), with 32 bit addressing 
and a virtual memory operating system, eliminating the need for 
overlay organization. Backing storage is accomplished by magnetic 
disc. A magnetic tape drive is available for back-up operatio·ns. 
The VAX 11/7~0 supports may engineering ·applications programs and 
: ,. 
claims to suppbrt as many ,as 100 interactive users. CISPA may also be 
run on the Micro VAX I; a 32 bit machine with Micro VMS operating 
system . The Micro VAX I is physically much smaller then the VAX 
,. 
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~11/780 (fits under a desk) and is a fraction of the cost of the larger 
VAX ($20 000 comp:ared to . 5 million)·· 
. 
. 
1 The graphics may be displayed on either a DEC VS11 or Tektionix 
4107 termin.al. The VS11 is a high performance color graphic~ system 
with joystick assembly, supported· by the VAX 11/78.0. The termin'al 
uses a 60 hz. raster scan display with a 512x512 pixel resolution. 
The raster scan technology permits selective erasure and a rapid 
refresh rate lending itself to an interactive environment. As 
discussed in the lVS11 Installation Guidel (21), the basic component~ 
of the system are: -~ high speed display processor, image memoi::y 
modules and sync generator/cursor controls. By using a high speed 
,' .... _ ·. 
microprcicessor .. as the display processor and an image memory to store 
pixel data output, the need f·or storage of a image data file in the 
host central processing unit (CPU) is eliminated. 
The Tektronix 4107 terminal has about the same resolution 
(640x480) and also in-corporates a 60 hz. raster scan display, b.ut is 
comparatively inexpensive and based on current technology, see 
. 
Tektronix 4107/4109 Programmer·s Reference (22) for more ipformation. 
5.3 SOFTWARE 
The graphics driver used in CISPA is called by GRAPH3D, permitting 
.. . . 
display on both of the termina}S mentioned above. Thi\ package 
formerly VS113D, contains basic plotting, elementary and advanced 
·• 
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graphics routines, transformations for real time mot.io:n and 
interactive input. These graphics routines may· be called as 
subro.utines once the GRAPH3D library, is properly linked. 
The routines in this package _are divided into groups as: 
1. initialization routines- initialize VS11 or 4107 driver, set 
window, set viewport, and display window borders, 
2. basic drawing routines- to draw points-and lines, 
3. high level drawing routines- tc draw circles, arcs, symbols and 
.. display the absolute coordinate axes, 
4. alphanumeric data display routines- to display alphanumeric 
data, 
. 
5. model orientation routines- to rotate, translate, scale the 
. 
user-defined pictures, C 
6. display control routines~ to change colors, erase, blink 
pictures and dump the display file to the terminal, 
allll . . 
7. user-computer interactions- allows user-computer interactions 
with the tra~king cross shaped cursor and keyboard. 
The routines specifically· used are lower level graphics routines 
· permitting plotting of points and symbols, drawing of lines- and cursor 
control. More information on GRAPH3D may be found in the reference 
manu.al 'GRAPH3D Graphics Package' (16). 
Software borrowed from the CAM-I CASPA package included the 
routines associated with curve and surface definition,_reading or 
writing of the canonical form and inclusion of the name table and name 
.. 
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search routines. Refer to· figure s~1 for the subroutine stru~ture of 
CISPA. 
.. 
Most of the routines· from CASPA are taken direc-~ly from th_e APT4 
.. -
execution phase. The sculptured surface and synthetic curve portion 
form most of thes.e routines, ·falling generally under. APT107 and 
APT108. 
APT107 is the main routine for def ini ti.on of· sculptured surfaces. 
This routine recieves input .,mos·tly in blank common and some 
information in the calling arguments. The routine re-organizes and 
· checks input data to some extent and then calls programs .for each 
sub-type of surface definition. Upon specif ica-tion of the patch 
coef f icie-nts, the topology table is completed by a call to TOPGEN, . the 
surface canonical form data can be displayed by a call to SSPICT and 
its stored and saved by a call to APT094. Note figure 5-2 for IJ' 
subroutine structure under the Sculpt~red Surface Definition 
' p.rocessor . 
. Synthetic curve definition is accompl i'shed by APT108 yielding a 
synthetic curve canonical form. The majority of input is recieved in 
the blank common. The program first checks for FLOW/SEGMENTATION data 
• 1n the input stream {23). I"f FLOW data 
• lS encountered it is 
structured into a buffer area, checked for validity, and removed from 
the input stream. Next simple eurve .definitions (CURSEG an·d SPLINE) 
are p·rocessed, this· includes calls to SCURV to process a SPLINE or 
CURSEG definition. A COMBIN definition is processe_d within '"APTI08 
using APT094 to fetch input curves, and CNCURV ·to validate matching 
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• 
Upon completion of simple curve 
,, 
processing any specified flow rates· are imposed on the simple curve 
and· the entire curve data structure for FLOW and SEGMENTATION is 
. . 
constructed in APT108. H~lp from· routines ANGSEG, ARCSEG and CHDSEG 
in determining parameteri·zation based on angular, arc or chordal rates 
respectiv~ly, may be necessary .. The synthetic c~rve is verified by a 
call to SCPICT and saved on external file by a call t.o APT094.. Figure 
5-3 shows the interrelationship between routines making up ·the 
synthetic cur~e processing complex. 
• 
The naming of curves and surfaces is retai~ed. by using the same 
name table and name search routine SWORDS with changes made 
-appropriately as discussed in Chapter 2. The SWORDS toutiries is not 
associated with APT4. 
Reading and writing of .canonica1 farms, as mentioned ·ear lier, is 
managed by APT094. Curves ~nd surfaces are digitized for picture 
representation by DSCURV and DSSURF respectively. These tw.o routines 
are· not included in the APT4 processor. The point data genera.ted by 
• 
these routines :along with the graphics codes are dispatched to the 
pict~re file ~ya call to SETP. 
,, 
5.4 MAJOR MODULES CISPA .,.,. .. 
\ . 
At this ·point in time, CISPA consists of four major software 
functions: 
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1) geometr·y creatibn, 
2) entity management, 
3) cutter path generation, 
4) display and view control. 
'4 ... 
Geometry creation contains the whole of the APT sculptured and 
synthetic geometry. complex, plus the front end routines needed to 
dispatch data • intermediate form to the blank for 1n an common 
manipulation by the APT com,plex. The two major modules belonging to 
this front end are MSCURV and MSSURF. They both prov.ide a 
translating/switching function. ·MSCURV displays menus guiding· the 
user to definition of th·e curve types supported by APT4. Calls are 
made to GLOBCON to establish global · const·raints (weights and limits) 
(23) on all subsequent point input. Simple curves are defined by 
points entered through ENCURPT ·u~ing absolute coordinates, existing 
point or s·creen position. VECTORC, is called if vector constraints are 
desired at these points. COMBIN curves are managed in MSCURV with·use 
of PICKCURV to select curves used in the combine function. . . . . . . . Simple 
curves -may be modified with a call to MODCURL, before processing the 
.input and ij0D_ CURV_POST is ·called if modification of ·simple· curves are 
desired after processi~g. FLOW and SEGMENTATION input is realized. 
th·rough the routine FFLOW. Curve dat,a in the temporary buff er, TEM is 
read into the common blank before a call to APT108 to start synthetic 
. . 
curve processing. Depending on whether the curve is successfully 
defined the curve is ··saved on external file CSAVESET .DAT on logical 
\ 
unit 11 by e_xecuting routine SAV CURV ~ 
., 
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The surface input translator calls routines for the surface 
su·b-typ~, ·· .~e.sired. The general strat.egy in this routine is to pick 
'~ \ 
curves ·· f orm'ing; th~ bas i's of the su.rf ace and dispatch the locations of 
t,e canonical.forms to the proper places in the cOmmon blank. 
Entity management, may more aptly be. named curve- management. The 
. 
. . - , 
two major modules used are RETRIEV and DLETE. The routine RETRIEV 
serves the- function of retrieving a curves input in intermediate form_, 
. 
sending it through the syn the-tic curve processor . thus optaining the 
picture data for display. Calls to READ WO:RDS "which parses a string 
of characters- to .obtain the ·list oi names to retrieve, and READ COM to 
read the input f.rom external storage accomplish these actions. 
The deletion of .points and curves is exectited by DLETE. This 
routine allows selection of point or curve by cursor so a flag may be 
set indicating that the canonical form is undefined. The entity is 
also unplotted and flags are set in a table holding record locations 
in the picture file used .for selective plotting. 
Cutter path generation is heade.d by routine MACH.IN which duti.es 
include saving or deleting the unformatted CLSF (cutter location 
source file), writing this file into a ·it standard format, such as an 
APT file, allowing specification of machining parameters, suc.b as, 
tool radius, step size, cutter off set, etc. and parameter infor.mation 
used in rough-to-depth cutting. Important routin.es called are DSSTOL 
for cal.culation of variab.le step size in the primary direction based 
on chordal. deviation, DSSCAL, calculation of the cutter side. step 
.. 
i 
based on sca.llop he.ight, and RTD dete·rmining the cutter locati s at 
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·1 user specified cutting planes.· Plotting fu~ctions are accomplished by 
calls to DISCUR, DISPLAY and PICTUR once the entity is digitized and 
. 
view control is nob necessary. Accessing the global menu by hitting· 
. the 'G' key switches to routine VSiNIP. ·This routine serves as a 
switch to transfer the control to the routines for display and view 
manipulations under the GRAPH3D package. These routines provide full 
control- of · view and image manipulations in a specified wind.ow. T-hey 
have recently been made accessabl.e through the GRAPH3D package for 
application oriented programs. The functions they provide are 
discussed in detail in the 'CISP~.LU Package Manual' (11). The 
routines HCOPY, CLIMOl, and CLEAR are routines from the GRAPH3D 
package (16). 
) 
5.5 PROGRAM OPERATION 
Th.e f cl.lowing presentation • lS a brief overview of program 
operation, see (11) for more information. .. 
" . 
The two types of program operation are the original CASPA command 
,. 
" 
mode and the newly . implemented menu-dr.i ven mode .. The command. mode 
utilizes keywords which are match~d to a symbol table to determine the 
action taken. (15). In tlhe menu-dri v~n mode, a menu of av·ai lab le 
options • 1S presented to the user at every· decision node. The user 
selects an .option th.rough a key _hit spe·cifying an optio.n numb-er or 
) ' 
special action. Display and option selection-from the active menu or 
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global menu is controlled by subroutine FINDOP. FINDOP calls ·routines 
GLOBME, to switch control to the global menu· and READCl which. reads 
the k.ey input. The global menu contains options that can be accessed . 
at any time during th~ menu-dtiven mode of operation. Global options 
s·uch as redraw, view control., image control, blanking/unblanking, 
clear .graphics and hard copy may need to be executed frequently. 
Appendix C 
' 
contains a menu structure detailing what has been 
exp·lained here in wbtds. 
Geometry creation • lS divided into point,·. curve and surface-
.creation. P·oi.nts are defined by entering the absolute coordinates, 
x,y,z, in units of inch~s. 
Curves ~re input, by specifying whether or not global constraints 
are imposed on succeeding point input. Points are then entered by 
-:-
selecting existing points, ente.ring absolute coordinates, or screen 
position. These points should be- input in a certain order, from one 
end of . the curve to the other. Point constraints are i_mposed by 
inputing direction and chasing tangent, cross or normal vector 
options. In addition, weight and limit constraints may be entered 
controlling the local natu~e of the curve at the chosen point. The 
CURSEG definition generates a conic through the given input points and 
"' 
imposed constraints. The SPLINE definition fits a cubic polynomial 
through points positioned in 3-D $pace. T·h·e CO~IN option combines 
. -
the two previously mentioned simple curve types under one name. The 
FLOW option allQWS parameterization of an existing synthetic curve· on 
0 
the basis of arc length, - chord length, angle or Coons pa~ameter 
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(existing parameterization). Finally·, selec£ing MODIFY adds 
-
flexibility to the design session by viewing curves and then modifying 
point postion and constraint data to suit the users ne·eds. 
The -surf ace creation option supports ruled su·rf aces, surf aces of 
revolution, fr-ee-form doubly curve:d s-urf aces {G.ENCUR) and mesh ·of 
points.type surfaces. 
By chasing the entity management option, the retrieve ·or delete 
modules may be chosen. All ~etiievable curves will be listed, where 
the , curve name ··-is entered to access the stored input. All curves are 
stored in CSAVESET.DAT, the user is asked upon exiting the interactive 
mode, whether the session should be saved. Based on the user .response 
then CSA VESET. DAT is save·d or deleted. 
Both points and synthetic curves may be· deleted by selecting from 
.. 
display or by name. Both points and curves will be erased and made 
unselectable in the picture file. 
Und·er NC path generation, machin.1ng parameters may be input, as 
well as param~ters used for RTD machining. File handling of CLSF in 
binary form allowing saving, deletion or wr,iti'n~this file to an ASCII 
·r 
text file. This file may later be postprocessed according to the NC 
· machine used·. 
~· 
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6. CONCLUSION 
6.1 SUMMARY 
CISPA is a complete interactive CAD/CAM package where one may 
define a surface, generate a tool path, and create the cutter location 
source file needed to mill the surface using an NC machine. 
Since the scope of such a project is large software in the public 
domain was sought wi t·h plans to modify the sof t,ware to suit th-e 
. 
projects needs. An evolution of CAM-I's sculptured surfaces program 
was presented and CASPA was chosen based on its cost, ease of 
implementation and support of a wide range of curves and surfaces. 
Limitations were identified in. CASPA and addressed after CASPA had 
.. 
been ported from the IBM 360/370 to the CAD lab's VAX 11/780. 
A presentation of curve and surface mathematics was included in 
Chapter 3. The mapping of points in Euclid~an space to projective 
space was. found useful in aRplying 3D transformations to geometry as 
well as representing 2D conics as a parametric cubic rational form. 
Fitting splines to ,.a-_ s·tream of points positioned in three dimensional 
0 
spac~ _was presented'as well as, a particular case of the general_Coons 
surf·ace patch, t·he 'bi-cubic patch. The importance of a one parameter 
definition for cu~ves and a two parameter formulation for sufaces 
? ,:, 
. . 
' 
• 
became obiious because: 
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it enables twisted space cuves· in three dimensions~· to have a 
simple ·mathematical forIJ1, 
- it av6ids problems whi~h arise when· representing curves with 
. 
vertical tangents in a fixed coordinate system, 
- it enables coordinate transformations such as translation, 
rotation, or perspective to be performed,· 
- parameterized farms are easily digi t,ized for qisplay. 
In other words, paramettic forms allow independance from a particular 
coordinate· system. This presentation is applicable in that the-APT 
complex uses these definitions in representing curve and surface 
geomet.ry .. 
Particular algorithms of interest were presented. next, with 
special attention paid to picking of entities by cursor and certain 
attributes· of the interactive menu-driven front end, and algorithms 
pertaining to step size based on geometric attributes rather than on 
abstract algebraic quantities. 
original work. done on CISPA. 
This chapter exhibits much of the 
Data structures desigrted to facilitate 
\ ' . 
transfer to intermediate form used in processing, saving curves and 
holding temporary inpu;t was explained to he1p the reader better 
understand CISPA's data allocation. 
P·r.ogram structure/operation constitute discussions on hardwar.e, 
software, program structure and operation. The VAX 11/780 - VS11 
configuration • give good response for the complicated calculations 
entailed by surface ~amputation. The VS1l and Tektronix. 4107 both 
raster scan displays allow selective erasure and rapid refresh, well 
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suited for the ·interactive philosophy used.in CISPA. The main outside 
·sou-rces of software are from the previously discussed CASPA and 
\,. 
GRAPH3D. It • lS pointed out that most of CASPA is a group of APT 
routine·s computing thf~ curves and surf aces. It is this group which is 
used i_n CISPA. GRAPH3D is responsible for the graphics portion of 
CISPA.- Program structure and operat·ion are discusse.d briefly, see 
'CISPA Package Manual' (11) for a more thorough presentation. 
6.2 LIMITATIONS 
The mos.t limiting ·aspect of CISPA • lS • 1n the definition of 
boundary curves to create surfaces. ~This is most evident when design 
iteration is heavily used. To modify a surface one must first modify 
boundary curves and then prbce~s the surface given the changed netwqrk 
of boundary curves. Clearly a more efficient method is'to modify the 
surface dire.ctly. To do this in a geometrically intuitive manner., use 
.. 
• 
of the Bezier polygonal structure, discussed in Chapter 1, may be 
introduced even thou.gh using the Coon's bi-cu bi~ patch. Manipulation 
of the control· vertices of this structure, possibly in real time 
~ 
(neccesatiting new display hardware) would add greatly to the design 
.. 
process-. 
One drawback in the use of ·the bi-cubic patch is the absence of 
local control of surf ace geometry, ... al though the use, of weights and 
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limits in curve definition h~lp control aesthetic attributes such as 
'~moothness' and 't·airness' . 
Use of symmetry or similarity in the constr~ction of boundary 
curves is currently not being used to advantage. For example, 
translating, rotating, and scaling c·urve shapes make much less input 
necessary and are needed elements for many 3D representati.ons. 
Blanking, saving and deleting surfaces should be .implemented . 
. ._ 
Currently, the 
.. primary cutttng direction is set by default. For 
' . 
milling,.purposes it is sometimes desirable to make this user-defined. 
,' \ 
6.3 FUTURE STUDY 
Since the '3D Space Curves used in NC Machining' project will be 
continued, much of the previous section will be implemented. 
Blanking surfaces, curves, and. tool paths with more efficient 
methods fbr selecting surfaces will be implemented in the near future. 
Other future plans include: 
- transformation of curves allowing translation, rotatioµ and. scaling 
of curves speeding surface definition and giving ~ore accuracy to . -
input sessions, 
- savi.ng of surface canonical forms and input information, 
deleting of surfaces .. 
utilizing a ring typ.e data structu.re for more efficien-t storage of 
input and canonic~l form data, 
89 
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surface machining with user-defined primary direction indicated by 
graphics symbols, 
- co.mmand mode to menu-driven mode data transfer (data compatability 
in b6th directions), 
- command file creation-- automatic command file created, upon request; 
as user moves through menu-drivep mode, 
' 
contours of Gaussian curvature, displayed in color, if desired, 
- utilization of the Bezier polygonal strticture for doubly-curved-
surfaces for more intuitite modification of surfaces. 
• 
• 
.• 
• 
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APPEND II A. .CASE STUDY 
CASE _STUDY 
-/ 
A brief example follows showing the steps needed to create a 
surface • u~..ing the prototype software. The part modeled may be a 
moldin_g for a cover to some mecha·nism and is provid·ed to show the ease 
of inputing dbubly turved surfaces. Reference 11 'CISPA Packag~ 
Manual' contains two, more detailed examples. 
1. Enter the CISPA pro·gram by pick-ing_ the option MENU DRIVEN MODE 
and create ponts under GEOMETRY CREATION, POINT CREATION 
(Figure Al). The view may be changed by utilizing view 
manipulations under the global menu. 
2. Synthetic curves are fit in the primary direction using the 
SPLINE definition, under t-he synthetic curve option; and 
inputing the proper tangential directions as constraints 
(Figure A2) . 
3. The cu.rv·e structure is completed by defining syn.thetic curves 
in the secondary direction. The two end boundaries are a 
combination of spline and straight line segments: (Figure A3). 
4-. These · -·-curves are re-parameterized using the FLOW ·option 
(attachmeht of a flow structure) and the primary curves and c 
9.5 
.. 
~--. 
, 
secondary curves are selected for the· GENCUR surf ac·e def ini tio·n 
under SURFACE CREATION. 
5. Backstepping to the ~ain ~menu the machining module is called 
·i-
and an ·NC path • 1S gene·rated with surf ace tolerance in the 
primary direction, .01-in~, and a scallop height of .001-in .. 
The radius of the ballend mill is input as .25-in. (Figure AS). 
6. The path is written to an ASCII text file for post processing 
dependi.ng on the type of NC,_machine used. 
.. 
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FIGURE A3. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CURVES WITH CONSTRAINTS 
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